I KILLED THE COW
ONE-WOMAN SHOW USING HUMOR TO DISCUSS SEXUAL ASSAULT

COMMUNICATE.
• I Killed the Cow — the semi-autobiographical one-woman show — uses personal narrative to open
the floor for communication in the realm of assault, ultimately changing organizational culture.
• It is the dynamic story of one woman as she unearths the moments in her life that have shaped her
into the sexual being that she is — including her assault.
• I Killed the Cow inspires discourse and reflection, which furthers understanding.

CONNECT.
• The inclusive style and spirited honesty allows for audiences to relate their own experiences of
sexuality and consent.
• By including comedy, I Killed the Cow allows dialogue to happen in a way that traditional lectures and
team building exercises do not.
• This opens up the conversation about sex in a way that is more digestible.

CHANGE.
• We lead post-show discussions and workshops that allow for communities to strengthen, increasing
collaboration, and therefore increasing growth prospects.
• We stimulate organizations to recognize their community, and move beyond beliefs rooted in partiality.
• This increases engagement and allows for more inclusivity, leading to higher profit margins and a
more advantageous learning environment.

2 WAYS TO BRING I KILLED THE COW TO YOUR ORGANIZATION
The Show + Led Talkback

The Show + Workshop

The performer, Larissa Marten, will perform I Killed the
Cow at your organization. After the 50-minute
performance, she will lead a talkback session, fostering
meaningful dialogue with the opportunity for learning
potential. Larissa brings experience as a performer and
writer, having worked at the Kennedy Center, the
Michigan Shakespeare Festival, the Renaissance
Theater in Berlin, Germany, and Young Jean Lee’s
Theater Company.

Larissa will perform I Killed the Cow at your organization.
After the 50-minute performance, the director of I Killed
the Cow, Leia Squillace, will join Larissa in leading a
detailed workshop. Participants will not only have the
opportunity to reflect on the performance, but apply their
findings in an interactive forum. Leia brings experience,
having worked with University of Michigan’s Sexual
Assault Prevention and Awareness Center.

In both options, we will work with you to customize the best way
for I KILLED THE COW to fit into your organization’s needs.
Larissa Marten wrote and developed
I Killed the Cow, and she is also the
performer. Her work has been
produced at the Kennedy Center, the
United Solo Festival, the Hudson
Guild Theatre, and the Beckwith
Theatre Company. She has performed
with the Michigan Shakespeare
Festival, Queens Shakespeare, the
Renaissance Theater in Berlin,
Germany, The Araca Project, and
Young Jean Lee’s Theater Company.
NY writer/performer.

WWW.IKILLEDTHECOW.COM
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Leia Squillace directed and
developed I Killed the Cow. She has
studied Theatre of the Oppressed at
Universidade de Rio and worked with
the University of Michigan’s Sexual
Assault Prevention and Awareness
Center to train students in peer
facilitation with theatrical techniques.
Her theatrical work focuses on the
development of new plays about
female sexuality, assault, and
empowerment. Charlottesville/NY
freelance director.

IKILLEDTHECOW@GMAIL.COM

